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Abstract
This work is an extension of recent work done by Uber AI Labs on Deep
Neuroevolution demonstrating how gradient-free methods, such as
population-based Genetic Algorithm, can learn to play Atari games from raw
pixels [1]. Our work extends the baseline implementation presented by Uber AI
Labs by adding further features to improve the performance. We validate
the effectiveness of our chosen approach on the Frostbite Atari game.
The results show that our implementation outperforms the original algorithm.

Background

Learning to act directly from raw pixels was challenging until RL algorithms
harnessed the representational power of DNNs. Here, we integrate a GA
and a DNN containing over 4M parameters [2], the largest network
ever evolved with GAs. It has long been assumed that a simple GAs would
fail at such a large scale.

Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Genetic algorithm
Input: mutation function ψ, population size N , number of selected individuals T ,
policy initialization routine φ
for g = 1 , 2, ..., G generations do
for i = 1 , ..., N in next generation’s population do
if g=1 then
Pi g = φ(N (0, 1))
initialize random DNN
assess its ﬁtness
F i g = F ( Pi g )
else
if i=1 then

Pi g = Pi g− 1
F i g = F i g− 1

copy the elite

else

k = unif ormRandom (1, T )
Pig = ψ( Pkg− 1 )
F ig = F ( Pi g )
Sort P g and F g with descending order by F g
g
Result: highest performing policy P1
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Model Compression
Traditionally, GA implementations store each individual as parameter
vector θ. Since we have workers on several machines, we need to pass
neural networks to each other. The traditional approach scales poorly
in memory and network transmission costs with large population and
parameter vector. The idea behind compressing the model is to store
the parameter vectors by encoding each parameter vector θ to an
initialization seed τ0 ( which is used to initialize the network) plus the
list of all random seeds τ1...τg that produced the series of mutations
applied to θ in every generation.

Experimental Results
The agents are evaluated on a random number of no-op initial actions
ranging from 0 to 30) to achieve some randomness in the environment.
We note also that the number of game frames the agent has experienced
over the course of a GA run is one billion frame.
During training, each agent is evaluated on a full episode capped at
20k game frames and the agent’s fitness score is the final episode
accumulated reward.
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Distributed computation
The genetic run does less math than gradient-based methods but on many
networks (order of 1k-5k networks simultaneously).This is computationally
expensive. Therefore, we need to work with multiple machines and use the
concept of a task queue with master and workers on different machines.
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We record the best agent found in each of 3 independent, randomly
initialized GA runs. The final score for each run is calculated by taking
the highest-scoring elite across generations, and averaging the score it
achieves on 200 independent evaluations. The final score for the domain
is the median of final run scores.

Time

The final representation of the preprocessed state is fed into a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model as input. Given the state S t as input and the
parameters values of the model, the network is able to output the action A t to
take in that step t.
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W e apply the fram e-skipping techniqu e to acce l e r ate p l ayi n g ( k = 4)[3].
Then over two consecutive frames, we perform a pixel-wise maximum
operation to han dle flickering and dete ct move me n ts of b r i g ht ob j e cts.
Finally, we apply some preprocessing steps in order to create our state.
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With the architecture described above, our approach outperforms Uber’s
implementation, doubling the fitness score on the Frostbite Atari game while
using the same configuration, less computational power and also less training
frames. This encourages us pursue further research in this direction, as well as
other game/test environments. We will also consider the use of the Anisotropic
Self-Adaptive Gaussian mutation where a standard deviation is attached to each
variable encapsulated in the parameter vector θ.
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